LA GRANGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Memorandum
To:

Robert J. Pilipiszyn, Village Manager

From:

Andrew M Peters, Acting Chief of Police

Date:

June 13, 2017

Re:

Monthly Report for May 2017

Attached for your review are the general statistics for the Shift activities for the month of May
2017. Besides the activities, I have included a summary of other noteworthy events.
Acting Chief Peters and Day Shift Patrol joined several Village Trustees
and Officials in attending the Memorial Day Service at Lyons Township
High School presented by the Robert E Coulter Post 1941 American Legion
members. The ceremony honored all veterans from Lyons Township that
gave their lives in service to the United States of America.
Officers Irizarry and Falls served as panelists for the Leader Shop’s Post High School Success
Career Fair. The event was attended by several high school students and topics discussed included:
selecting college courses, and charting a career path.
The Patrol and Investigations units have worked on several significant cases during the month of
May. Significant arrests in a reported criminal sexual assault, and one suspect from a reported
home invasion have been made. Investigators continue to make efforts and progress in locating
and identifying additional suspects in the home invasion, aggravated discharge of a firearm, and
an armed robbery.
MIDNIGHT SHIFT ACTIVITIES
INVESTIGATIONS:
Ofc. Nemecek, Ofc. McDermott and Sgt. Rohlicek responded to the domestic disturbance outside
in the area of Cossitt/Washington Ave. A female subject and her boyfriend became involved in a
verbal argument while walking home to their residences. Peace was restored, parties where
separated for the night, and escorted by officers back to their separate residences.
S/L Herrera, Ofc. McDermott, Ofc. Nemecek and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the 200 block of
Sawyer Ave. for the possible attempt suicide involving a female subject. Inside the residence,
officers located a female subject in a bedroom with a gunshot wound, subject was still breathing
though unresponsive. LGFD Paramedics/Ambulance transported the subject to Loyola University
Medical Center for treatment. Officers secured the scene and contacted the Investigations Division
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to respond. The subject subsequently passed away at the hospital. Case turned over to the
Investigations Division and Medical Examiner’s Office.
Ofc. Kang, Sgt. Rohlicek and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the domestic disturbance in the 100
block of Sawyer Ave. A female subject and her boyfriend became involved in a verbal argument
with the female subject’s father. Peace was restored, parties were separated, and the female subject
and her boyfriend left the father’s residence for the night. Domestic Violence information/forms
provided to subjects.
Ofc. Kang, S/L Herrera, Ofc. Nemecek, Sgt. Rohlicek and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the criminal
damage to property incident in the 100 block of W. Calendar Ave. The front window to a business
was broken/damaged. No suspects in the incident.
Ofc. Kang and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the criminal damage to property incident in the 200
block of W. Hillgrove Ave. A large clay flower pot, located in front of a business, was knocked
over and broken. It appears that this damage occurred at around the same time as the broken
window in the 100 block of W. Calendar Ave. No suspects in the incident.
S/L Herrera, Ofc. Irizarry, Sgt. Rohlicek and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the reported
disturbance/fight involving several juvenile subjects in the area of Burlington/La Grange Rd. An
investigation revealed that the primary fight was between two teenage female subjects. The two
subjects were involved in a verbal altercation which lead to them hitting, pushing and shoving each
other. The two subjects have had an ongoing dispute dating back to previous incidents at school.
Peace was restored, no arrests made, subjects were mutual combatants. Subjects turned over to
parents, medical attention was declined. School to be notified of incident.
Ofc. Niewold, S/L Herrera, Ofc. McDermott and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the criminal damage
to property incident in the 100 block of Sunset Ave. The upper portion of a ceramic bird bath
basin was knocked over and thrown into the street, causing it to shatter. Other acts of random
vandalism were located in the surrounding area, such as lawn furniture and other yard/patio items
being removed and thrown onto the parkway or the street, though no permanent damage occurred
in these other incidents. No suspects in the incidents.
Ofc. Falls investigated a burglary to motor vehicle which occurred in the 300 block of S. Stone
Ave. A bag containing baseball equipment was taken out of an unlocked vehicle. The bag and
some of the contents were found discarded nearby, though some of the contents such as a baseball
bat, were still missing. No suspects in the incident.
Ofc. Falls, Ofc. Niewold and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the domestic disturbance in the 100 block
of Sawyer Ave. A female subject and her boyfriend became involved in a verbal argument and
the boyfriend took the female subject’s cell phone and would not give it back to her. Peace was
restored, the boyfriend gave the cell phone back to the girlfriend and he left the residence to stay
with friends in a nearby town for the night. Domestic violence information/forms provided to
subjects.
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Ofc. McDermott conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle in the area of Kensington/47th St. The male
driver of the vehicle was found to be in possession of a small amount of cannabis (less than 10
grams). The driver was issued traffic citations and a civil violation citation for the possession of
cannabis.
Ofc. Falls, Ofc. Niewold and Ofc. McDermott responded to the 0-100 block of S. Spring Ave. for
the report of a missing male teenage juvenile subject. The subject had reportedly got involved in
an argument, fight with his cousin, and then left the residence on foot without telling his
parents/family where he was going. Later in the morning officers located the subject as he was
walking back to his residence. Subject was unharmed and advised that he had gone to a nearby
park to sit and cool off after the argument with his cousin. Subject was returned home safely.
Ofc. Niewold investigated a theft incident that occurred at a business in the 0-50 block of S. La
Grange Rd. The business owner/complainant advised that a male subject had arranged for a
birthday party to be held at the business/restaurant. The complainant advised that his security
surveillance video showed that when the male subject left the restaurant, he removed a small
decorative statue from the lobby area and took it with him. Complainant did not want to pursue
criminal charges, he just wanted the subject to return the statue. Ofc. Niewold made contact with
the subject who advised he was highly intoxicated that night and stated he would return the statue
to the complainant. The undamaged statue was returned to the complainant.
Ofc. Niewold, Ofc. Falls, Ofc. Strand, S/L Moncivais, Ofc. Wessendorf, Ofc. Kaiser, Ofc.
Nemecek, Ofc. Irizarry and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to the 100 block of Sawyer Ave. for the
report of an armed robbery/home invasion which had occurred. It was learned that five male
offenders had forced their way into the residence and confronted the complainant/victim. One of
the male subjects was armed with a handgun. The scene was secured by officers. The
Investigations Division and Cook County Evidence Technicians were notified and responded to
process the scene. Suspects have been developed and the Investigations Division is actively
working the case.
ARRESTS:
After investigating a single vehicle accident in which the vehicle hit and knocked down a light
pole in the area of Tilden/Shawmut, Ofc. Nemecek arrested the driver, a 31 year old male subject
from Berwyn for Driving Under the Influence (D.U.I.). Subject was charged with D.U.I, and
traffic offenses, processed and released on bond with return court date.
Ofc. Kang, Ofc. Nemecek, Sgt. Rohlicek and Sgt. Ljubenko responded to a homeless shelter in the
100 block of W. Cossitt Ave. One of the male residents advised that he had been sexually assaulted
by one of the other male residents while in the bathroom. The offender was still on scene and was
positively identified in a show-up by the victim. Officers arrested the 47 year old male subject
from Oak Park and transported him to the station for further investigation. The Investigations
Division was contacted to respond. The male subject was subsequently charged with Criminal
Sexual Assault, processed and transported to court for a felony bond hearing.
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Ofc. Nemecek arrested a 26 year old male subject from La Grange on an active warrant for Retail
Theft out of DuPage County. Subject was taken into custody and turned over to DuPage County
Sheriff’s Department Deputies.
S/L Herrera and Ofc. McDermott arrested a 36 year old male subject from La Grange on an active
warrant for Domestic Battery-Probation Violation out of Cook County. Subject was processed
and transported to court for a bond hearing.
OTHER POLICE ACTIVITY:
The Midnight shift completed 150 traffic contacts which included 3 misdemeanor Traffic Arrests
for Driving while License Suspended/Revoked/No D.L. and investigated 3 property damage traffic
accidents and one personal injury traffic accident. Shift Officers issued 155 parking citations for
overnight parking and other violations. Shift Officers conducted 83 Building/Business Premise
Checks and Foot Patrols.
TRAINING:
The shift successfully completed the May 2017 Police Law Institute online training along with the
Lexipol Daily Training Bulletins. In addition, Ofc. Niewold attended the “Below 100” training
class conducted at Brookfield P.D, AND Ofc. Kang completed the 40-hour Field Training Officer
certification course. Sgt. Ljubenko completed the 3-day IPPFA Public Pension Trustee Training
Conference in Itasca and Sgt. Rohlicek completed the second 4-day module of the ILETSB
Executive Institute’s Effective Police Supervision Course, conducted at Western Illinois
University in Macomb.
DAY SHIFT ACTIVITIES
INVESTIGATIONS:
During the month of May 2017, the Day Shift handled the following cases: Disorderly Conduct
(3), Drug Offenses (3), Burglary (2), Theft (3), Domestic Situations (2), Criminal Damage to
Property (4), Sex Offenses (1), Other Cases (4), Identity Theft (2), Death Investigation (1), Well
Being (1), Suspicious Person (1), and Suspicious Activity (1).
Officer Nemecek handled a Criminal Damage to Property case in the 500 block W Burlington
where graffiti was written on a business wall.
Officer Nemecek handled an Identity Theft case in the 300 block W Kensington involving a
compromised credit card.
Officer Kang handled a Burglary in the 00 block Drexel. The case is under investigation.
Officer Kang handled a vandalism case in the 00 block W Cossitt, in which flowers/pots were
damaged.
Officer Fulla handled a Reckless Driver/Aggravated Speeding case at Ogden/Brainard in which a
driver was speeding in excess of 80mph in a 30 mph zone.
Officer Fulla handled a Suspicious Incident in the 00 block S La Grange in which a FAX was
received involving a fraud/scam.
Officer Comstock handled a Theft case in the 400 block S Ashland in which a flag was stolen
from the victim’s property.
Officer Comstock handled a Theft case at the LG Rd RR Depot in which a bicycle was stolen.
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Officer Andries handled an Identity Theft case in the 200 block S Stone in which the victim’s
personal information was fraudulently used/compromised.
Officer Andries handled a Drug case in the 100 block S Brainard in which a juvenile was in
possession of cannabis. The juvenile was issued a Civil Law violation citation.
Officer Kaiser handled an Identity Theft case in the 00 block 6th in which the victim’s bank account
was compromised.
Officer Cassiberry handled a Juvenile case in the 1000 block S 8th involving neglect. No charges
were filed, however, DCFS was contacted.
ARRESTS:
Officer Comstock arrested Diaz-Aviles, Pedro, M/H, 43 years of age of Chicago for No Valid
Driver’s License and other traffic offense(s).
Officer Fulla arrested Chagala, Alejandro, M/H, 27 years of age of Summit for DWLS and other
traffic offense(s).
Officer Fulla arrested Almassri, Ibrahim, M/W, 19 years of age of Chicago Ridge for
Misdemeanor Speeding.
Officer Fulla arrested Rivera, Jose, M/H, 35 years of age of Chicago for DWLS, Possession
Hypodermic Syringes, Possession Drug Paraphernalia, and Illegal Transportation of Alcohol.
Officer Fulla arrested Martinez, Yariel, M/H, 31 years of age of Matteson for Suspended
Registration, Overweight Vehicle on registration, and other traffic offense(s).
Officer Fulla arrested Baloun, Paul, M/W, 29 years of age of La Grange for Reckless Driving,
Aggravated Speeding, and other traffic offense(s).
Officer Kang arrested Mason, Eric, M/W, 29 years of age of Chicago for DWLS.
Officer Kang arrested Delitz, Dangelo, M/W, 29 years of age of Calumet City for DWLS.
OTHER POLICE ACTIVITY:
The Day Shift completed a total of 18 parking citations, 17 compliance citations, 37 crash reports,
418 incident reports, and 32 case files. The shift also participated in a lock down drill at St. John’s
Lutheran School and a Memorial Day service at LTHS presented by the Robert E Coulter
American Legion.
TRAINING:
Sgt Cimbalista and Officer Fulla attended Asset Forfeiture updates seminar and Officer Kaiser
and Cassiberry attended Death Investigation class.
AFTERNOON SHIFT ACTIVITIES
INVESTIGATIONS:
Investigative Case Reports taken this month included: Armed Robbery, Suicidal Subject (2), Theft
Under $500 (2), Aggravated Driving While License Revoked, Warrant Service, Disorderly
Conduct (3), Lost Article, Bomb Threat, Identity Theft, Domestic Trouble (5), Attempt Luring of
a Minor, Disturbance (2), Criminal Damage to Property, Deceptive Practice, Aggravated Assault,
Theft Over $500 (2).
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Ofc Cassiberry, and additional La Grange police units, responded to the vicinity of Park Rd and
Maple Avenue for a report of a man who approached two female juveniles, in a pick-up truck type
vehicle, as the girls were walking home from LTHS Campus. When the male attempted to
converse with the females, they immediately ran home and told one of the girls’ parents, who
contacted police. An immediate check of the campus and surrounded areas yielded negative results
in identifying the suspect. The case was turned over to Investigations.
Ofc Kaiser, along with additional La Grange police units responded to the area of Goodman and
7th Avenues for a report of an Armed Robbery. Upon arrival, two male victims reported they were
robbed of their cellular phones and other personal items by two male black suspects, one of which
was armed with a black handgun. The suspects immediately left the scene on bicycles and the
victims contacted police. No injuries were reported and the suspects were not immediately
identified or located. The case was turned over to Investigations.
Officers Niewold and Wessendorf responded to the 1000 Block of South La Grange Road in
reference to a Suicidal Subject. Upon arrival, officers immediately located the subject, who was
with her mother, and officers observed wounds which appeared to be self-inflicted. La Grange FD
Paramedics were immediately contacted and the female was transported to La Grange Hospital for
further evaluation and treatment.
Ofc Falls and additional La Grange police units responded to the Village Parking Garage (80 S
6th) for a report of a group of males causing a disturbance. Upon arrival, police located two
separate groups of males who admitted to shouting insults and threats towards each other.
Both groups were told to leave the garage and have no further contact with each other. Officers
reviewed surveillance video which verified no physical contact was made by any of the individuals
and both groups were determined to be mutual at-fault parties in the incident.
S/L Fulla, and additional La Grange police units responded to a business in the 00 Block of South
La Grange Road for a report of a Bomb Threat. The investigation yielded that the threat appeared
to be a hoax designed to scam businesses for money. Fulla notified the FBI Chicago Field Office,
who confirmed the hoax, at which time the scene was released back to the public.
Ofc Irizarry responded to the PD lobby initially to take a Theft Report. Upon meeting with the
female complainant, it was determined that the female may have also been a victim of Domestic
Battery and Unlawful Restraint. Upon further investigation, Irizarry was able to retrieve the
female’s phone from the suspect’s parents’ home in 800 Block of South Madison Avenue. The
case is pending contact with the male suspect.
Officers Rogers and Irizarry investigated a Disorderly Conduct complaint in the 200 Block of
South Peck Avenue. A resident reported that his adult sister, who last lived in Wisconsin, called
and threatened him, through his wife, who actually spoke to the sister. During the investigation,
Rogers made contact with police authorities in the jurisdiction in which the sister is reported to
reside. A few days later, officers spoke with the male, who advised he personally spoke with his
sister, and did not believe the threat to be credible, but wanted the incident documented as a matter
of record.
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Ofc Burrell responded to the 00 Block of South La Grange Road in reference to a Retail Theft
report. Upon arrival, the store agent reported that a female juvenile stole an item of clothing from
the store, hiding the merchandise in her hooded sweatshirt. The juvenile suspect was located in
another business in the 100 Block of South La Grange Road. Per the business, the female’s parents
were contacted and the juvenile’s father immediately responded to the business to make restitution
for the item.
S/L Moncivais responded to the 800 Block of Brighton Lane for a Deceptive Practice report. A
female resident reported that her bank account had been compromised, with an unknown suspect
cashing several checks totaling over $4,000 USC. The female victim advised her bank notified
her that the checks appeared to be fraudulent and would be handled by the bank’s Fraud
Department. The report was made for documentation purposes with no further police action
requested.
Ofc Kaiser, along with additional La Grange Police units responded to a business in the 500 Block
of East Cossitt Avenue in reference to a Domestic Battery complaint. The business owner, along
with witnesses reported that the man’s estranged wife entered the business and began yelling and
punching him, causing minor injury. The female suspect left the scene prior to the victim
contacting police. The victim refused any medical assistance at the scene. The male related that
he did not want the suspect arrested, but the incident documented for the purpose of pursuing an
Order of Protection.
ARRESTS:
Ofc King arrested a 29-year old Cicero woman for Aggravated Assault to a Peace Officer after
several La Grange Police units responded to the 300 Block of Bluff for a report of a Disturbance
between an adult male and female. Upon arrival, King curbed the suspect vehicle as she was
leaving the scene. After stopping the vehicle, the female driver then accelerated the vehicle, barely
missing Ofc King. The female suspect was eventually stopped and taken into custody in
Countryside, after causing accidents in La Grange, Hodgkins, and Countryside. An additional
notification was made to Illinois DCFS due to the fact that the woman had several children in the
vehicle at the time of the incidents, and arrest.
Ofc Cassiberry arrested a 49-year old Chicago woman for Aggravated Driving While License
Revoked, along with additional traffic offenses after Cassiberry curbed the woman’s vehicle in the
area of La Grange Road and Cossitt Avenue. The woman was found to be revoked for a DUI
related offense, along with subsequent traffic violations after the revocation. The woman was
taken into custody without incident, and the vehicle was assigned for possible Asset Forfeiture.
Officers Niewold and Burrell completed Warrant Service on a 26-year old man wanted out of
DuPage County (FTA-Retail Theft) after officers responded to an apartment in the 00 Block of
South La Grange Road reference a Domestic Situation. The man was initially taken to the hospital
for treatment for illness due to alcohol intoxication. The man was taken into custody after being
released from La Grange Hospital.
OTHER POLICE ACTIVITY:
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The Afternoon shift completed 117 traffic contacts which included 3 Misdemeanor and 1 Felony
Traffic Arrest, for Driving While License Suspended/Revoked. Officers completed 30 crash
reports (3 Personal Injury) and issued 4 parking citations. Shift Officers conducted 21
Building/Business Checks and Foot Patrols.
Officers Irizarry and Falls served as panelists for the Leader Shop’s Post High School Success
Career Fair. The event was attended by several high school students and topics discussed included:
selecting college courses, and charting a career path.
Sgt Odom and several Auxiliary officers assisted with the Second Baptist Church’s annual food
and clothing drive.
TRAINING:
The shift successfully completed the May 2017 Police Law Institute online training on: Police
Impact Weapons – Federal Criminal Liability, Authorized Force – Illinois and Federal Laws,
Illegal Force – Criminal Sanctions, and Completing Arrests (Time Frame). Sgt Wardlaw
successfully graduated from the ILETSB Police Executive Role in the 21st Century course,
conducted in Peoria. Ofc Niewold attended the 2-Day Death Investigation seminar given at the
Cook County Medical Examiner’s Office in Chicago. Officers Rogers and Wessendorf attended
the Under-100 Training seminar in Brookfield. Sgt Wardlaw attended the Pension Board Training
Conference in Itasca. Shift members completed yearly Marksmanship Qualification with assigned
duty weapons and received refresher familiarization and deployment training with additional
assigned department weapons.
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
INVESTIGATIONS:
Investigative case reports taken/followed up on this month include: Identity Thefts (1), Fraud (1),
Possession and Dissemination of Child Pornography (3), Disorderly Conduct (1), Theft (1), Armed
Robbery (1), Home Invasion (1), Aggravated Discharge of a Firearm (1), Death Investigation (1),
Criminal Sexual Assault, and Aggravated Battery (1).
Inv. Uher assisted the Midnight Shift with a Death Investigation in the 200 blk. of Sawyer. Inv.
Uher and the Cook County Sheriff’s Police Crime Scene Technicians processed the scene. The
Cook County Medical Examiner’s Office later took over the case and ruled the death of the victim
to be a suicide. Case closed.
Inv. Coleman conducted follow-up investigation into two Disorderly Conduct incidents that
occurred at Chase Bank. Inv. Coleman submitted a preservation letter to Chase Bank to hold
surveillance video of the incidents. Inv. Coleman is in the process of preparing a Grand Jury
Subpoena request to submit to the Cook County States Attorney’s Office, seeking to obtain
surveillance video of the incidents. Case pending.
Inv. Uher conducted an investigation into a claim of Possession and Dissemination of Child
Pornography. After conducting interviews Inv. Uher learned the alleged incident occurred in
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Brookfield, Illinois. Inv. Uher contacted the Brookfield PD and turned the investigation over to
their Investigations Unit. Case closed.
Inv. Coleman assisted the Day Shift (Ofc. Tim Andries) with investigating a Disorderly Conduct
incident where a juvenile made threats against a School through a social media outlet. The juvenile
suspect was determined not to be an immediate threat. Services were put in place between the
school and the parents related to the juvenile’s behavior. Case closed.
Inv. Coleman investigated two incidents of Possession and Dissemination of Child Pornography.
It was determined the incidents were linked by common persons. The complainant in the matter
later choose not to pursue criminal charges on behalf of the juvenile victim. Case closed.
Inv. Uher conducted follow-up investigation into a Theft where three unknown male black
offenders entered a business and removed a purse from a chair. Inv. Uher completed a Law
Enforcement informational flier and submitted it to surrounding jurisdictions in an attempt to
identify the offenders. Case closed.
Inv. Coleman assisted the Midnight Shift with the investigation of an Armed Robbery that occurred
near 6th Ave and Goodman Ave. Inv. Coleman interviewed the victims and was able to locate
evidence in the area. A composite sketch was completed by Sgt. Wardlaw of one of the offenders.
Inv. Coleman later developed a juvenile suspect which matched the composite sketch. A photo
line-up was completed and the victims identified a juvenile offender. The Investigations Unit is
actively seeking to locate the juvenile offender in order to make an arrest. Case pending.
Inv. Coleman assisted the Midnight Shift with the investigation of a Home Invasion in the 100 Blk
of Sawyer Ave. Cook County Sheriff’s Police Crime Scene Technicians processed the scene for
evidence. Inv. Coleman interviewed the victim and was able to identify two suspects known to the
victim. Two photo line-ups were completed and the victim identified an adult and juvenile
offender. A warrant has been obtained for the arrest of the adult offender while the Investigations
Unit is actively seeking to locate the juvenile offender. Case pending.
Inv. Coleman assisted the Day Shift with an Aggravated Discharge of at 00 to 100 Blk. of Sawyer
as well as the 00 to 100 Blk of Hayes. Cook County Sheriff’s Police Crime Scene Technicians
processed the scene for evidence. Ofc. Irizarry contacted local hospitals a learned a female suspect
was at Loyola Hospital with a gunshot wound. Evidence recovered from the scene matched the
identity of the female suspect. The M.C.A.T. was activated to assist with the investigation. The
female suspect denied being in La Grange during the incident. The female suspects’ vehicle was
recovered and processed for evidence. One of the victim residence struck by gun fire is directly
related to the Home Invasion case. The Investigations Unit is in the process of identifying suspects
in the case. Case pending.
Inv. Uher conducted follow-up investigation into an Identity Theft and Fraud. During the course
of the investigation Inv. Uher learned no surveillance video was available showing an offender(s)
conducting fraudulent transactions. Case closed.
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ARREST:
Inv. Uher was working at Lyons Township High School (LTHS) North Campus as the School
Resource Officer when he was asked to intervene with an unruly student. While trying to calm the
juvenile student, she became highly agitated and combative. While trying to take the juvenile into
custody she battered several police officers, fire personnel and school personnel. She also caused
damage to school property and property of an officer. The juvenile offender was subsequently
charged with 9 felony counts of Aggravated Battery, 2 misdemeanors counts of Criminal Damage
to Property, 2 misdemeanor counts of Resisting / Obstructing a Peace Officer and 1 misdemeanor
count of Reckless Conduct. The juvenile was later taken to La Grange Hospital Emergency Room
for medical and psychological evaluation. The juvenile will be petitioned to Cook County Juvenile
Court.
Inv. Uher assisted the Midnight Shift with investigating a Criminal Sexual Assault that occurred
at a church housing a BEDS program. An offender, Corey Robinson M/B 013070, was arrested
after being identified by the victim. Subsequently Corey Robinson was charged with 1 felony count
of Criminal Sexual Assault. Case Closed.
OTHER POLICE ACTIVITY:
Inv. Coleman and Inv. Uher attended the monthly Major Case Assistance Team (M.C.A.T.)
meeting hosted by McCook PD. Inv. Uher assisted F.I.A.T. representing Hinsdale PD with a
Homicide Investigation. Inv. Uher and Inv. Coleman attended a Pillars Meeting. Inv. Uher and
Inv. Coleman conducted a safety plan review with Lyons Pinner Electric.
TRAINING:
Inv. Coleman attended training related to Tyler New World CAD.
AUXILIARY AND PART-TIME POLICE UNITS
The Auxiliary Unit volunteered 90 hours during the month of May. Time was spent conducting
house checks, street lights out lists, traffic control for special events, and various patrol duties.
They also serve as a partner to patrol officers out on the beat.
The Part-time Officers made 5 traffic contacts, which included 4 citations. They were also active
during the month conducting directed traffic patrols and assisting the full-time officers where
necessary.
PARKING DIVISION
The parking division registered $19,785 in parking fines through conventional payments, on-line
payments, or collection efforts.
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TRUCK ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS: May 2017:
ACTIVITY
Total # Of Traffic Stops
Stop Cards
Verbal Warnings For Violations
Parking Citations
Local Ordinance Violations
Compliance Citations
State Citations
DWLS/DWLR/No CDL/No DL
Warrant(s) Served
Misdemeanor Arrests
Felony Arrests
Trucks Weighed-Scales
Overweight (axle/gross/registration)
Overweight Bond Amounts
Truck Inspections Conducted
Overlength/Overwidth/Overheight
Safety Violations
Moving Violations
Non-Moving Violations
Registration Violations
Lane Violations (La Grange Rd)
Outside Agency Citations/OOS

7-3 SHIFT

3-11 SHIFT

11-7 SHIFT

TOTAL

7
1
13
0
0
4
18
3
0
0
0
0
3
$1,029.00
2
0
7
7
17
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
1
13
0
0
4
18
3
0
0
0
0
3
$1,029.00
2
0
7
7
17
1
0
0

$0

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Summary of Activities
PATROL ACTIVITIES
NUMBER OF CALLS TAKEN
ACCIDENT REPORTS TAKEN
FELONY ARRESTS
MISDEMEANOR ARRESTS
DUI ARRESTS
WARRANT ARRESTS
TRAFFIC VERBAL WARNINGS
COMPLIANCE CITATIONS ISSUED
TRAFFIC CITATIONS ISSUED
PARKING TICKETS - by Officers
PARKING TICKETS - by Parking Div.
JUVENILE ARRESTS
PRISONERS HELD IN LOCK-UP

May
2017
1,313
98
2
6
1
1
143
41
124
181

594

413

*
13

May
2016
1,415
78
3
5
0
2
166
38
26
53

255

202

5
10

2017
YTD
6,939
314
6
16
6
13
1,069
246
436

2016
YTD
6,908
278
6
20
4
9
890
272
209

2,870

3,402

19*
55

16
45

